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Abstract. The Abstract Milling problem is a natural and quite
general graph-theoretic model for geometric milling problems. Given a
graph, one asks for a walk that covers all its vertices with a minimum
number of turns, as specified in the graph model by a 0/1 turncost func-
tion fx at each vertex x giving, for each ordered pair of edges (e, f)
incident at x, the turn cost at x of a walk that enters the vertex on edge
e and departs on edge f . We describe an initial study of the parame-
terized complexity of the problem. Our main positive result shows that
Abstract Milling, parameterized by: number of turns, treewidth and
maximum degree, is fixed-parameter tractable, We also show that Ab-
stract Milling parameterized by (only) the number of turns and the
pathwidth, is hard forW [1] — one of the few parameterized intractability
results for bounded pathwidth.
1 Introduction
We consider the following problem:
Abstract Milling
Instance: A simple graph G = (V,E) and for each vertex x, a turncost
function fx indicating whether a turn is required, with fx : E(x)×E(x)→
{0, 1}, where E(x) is the set of edges incident on x.
Question: Is there a walk making at most k turns that visits every vertex
of G?
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The Grid Milling problem restricts the input to grid graphs, that
is, rectilinearly plane-embedded graphs that are subgraphs of the integral
grid, with the obvious and natural turn cost functions.
Results.Our basic starting point is an FPT algorithm forGrid Milling,
parameterized by the numbers of turns. Generalizing this, we give an FPT
result for Abstract Milling, parameterized by (k, t, d), where k is the
number of turns, t is the tree-width of the input graph G, and d is the
maximum degree of G. Next, we explore whether this positive result can
be further strengthened. However: the Abstract Milling problem is
W [1]-hard when parameterized by (k, p), where k is the number of turns
and p is the path-width of G (and therefore also when parameterized by
(k, t)). (This hardness result is actually shown for a restricted version of
the problem, called Discrete Milling, see below).
Significance. The Abstract Milling problem is motivated by (and
generalizes) similar graph-theoretic models of geometric milling problems
introduced by Arkin et al. [1], and our results are concretely interesting as
the first investigation of the parameterized complexity of these problems.
Recently, there has been increasing attention to the complexity of “highly
structured graph problems” parameterized by treewidth or pathwidth.
Our negative result provides one of the few natural problems known to
be W [1]-hard when the parameter includes a pathwidth bound.
Method and Practicality. Our FPT results are based on a general form
of Courcelle’s Theorem about decidability of MSO properties of relational
structures of bounded treewidth [2], and are not practical, although, of
course leaving open the possibility that these FPT classifications may
be superseded by practical FPT algorithms, as has often occurred in the
study of fixed parameter algorithms [7].
Previous and Related Work. Geometric milling is a common prob-
lem in manufacturing applications such as numerically controlled pocket
machining and automatic tool path generation; see Held [6] for a survey.
The Discrete Milling problem introduced by Arkin et al. [1] uses a
graph model to study milling problems with turn costs and other con-
straints. A solution path must visit a set of vertices that are connected
by edges representing the different directions (“channels”) that the “cut-
ter” can take. In the model introduced by Arkin et al., incident edges to
a vertex x are paired in the cost function fx in the sense that for each in-
cident edge e there is at most one incident edge f such that fx(e, f) = 0,
and symmetric: if fx(e, f) = 0 then fx(f, e) = 0. We consider here the
more general Abstract Milling problem, that allows an arbitrary 0/1
turncost function at each vertex.
Arkin et al. [1] showed that Discrete Milling is NP-hard (even for
grid graphs) and described a constant-factor approximation algorithm for
minimizing the number of turns in a solution walk. They also described
a PTAS for the case where the cost is a linear combination of the length
of the walk and the number of turns.
Definitions and Preliminaries. We will assume that the basic ideas of
parameterized complexity theory and bounded tree-width algorithmics up
through the basic form of Courcelle’s Theorem and monadic second-order
logic (MSO) are known to the reader; some basic definitions are provided
in Section 2 and in Appendix B. Details of routine deployments of MSO
in the proofs of our theorems (that can be laborious in full formality)
are relegated to Appendix A due to space limitations. For background on
these topics, see [3, 5].
For a graph G, let tw(G) be its treewidth. We assume that all graphs
G are simple (no loops or multiple edges). A walk W = [x0, . . . , xl] on a
graph G = (V,E) is a sequence of vertices such that every pair xi, xi+1 of
consecutive vertices of the sequence are adjacent (we use xixi+1 to refer
to the edge between them). The turn cost of a walk W is defined as
tc(W ) =
l−1∑
i=1
fxi(xi−1xi, xixi+1) .
A walk that visits every vertex of a graph is termed a covering walk. Note
that in Abstract Milling a solution covering walk may visit a vertex
many times.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the basic ideas
of MSO (and its extensions) that we need for proving our FPT results
for Grid Milling (Section 3) and Abstract Milling (Section 4). The
intractability result for Discrete Milling is shown in Section 5. We
conclude with some open problems.
2 Monadic Second Order Logic
The usual MSO logic of graphs can be extended to digraphs and mixed
graphs (some edges are oriented and some are not), where the vertices
and edges (or arcs) have a fixed number of types. This was proved in
full generality first by Courcelle [2], and is exposited well in [5] in terms
of relational structures of bounded treewidth. We refer to such a mixed
graph with a fixed number of types of edges, arcs and vertices as an
annotated graph. The treewidth of an annotated graph is the treewidth
of the underlying undirected graph.
In this paper, we will associate to each input graph an annotated
graph, in such a way that the property of being a yes-instance of the
problem under consideration can be expressed as an MSO property of
the associated annotated graph. The formal means that MSO logic (as
we will use it here) provides us with, and Courcelle’s Theorem can be
found in Appendix B.
3 Grid Milling is Fixed-Parameter Tractable
We prove here our starting point: that Grid Milling is FPT for pa-
rameter k, the number of turns. We first argue that instances with large
tree-width are no-instances. Then we show how to express the problem
in (extended) MSO for an annotated graph M(G) that we associate to a
Grid Milling instance G. That is, we describe an MSO formula φ, such
that the property expressed by φ holds for M(G) if and only if G is a
yes-instance for the Grid Milling problem.
Lemma 1. Let G = (V,E) be a connected grid graph with tw(G) > 6k−5.
Then G does not contain a (k − 2)-turn covering walk.
Proof. We show that G contains k vertices that have pairwise different
x- and y-coordinates. Then, any covering walk needs to take at least one
turn between any two such vertices, and thus it needs at least k−1 turns
in total.
Since G is planar and tw(G) > 6k−5, by the Excluded Grid Theorem
for planar graphs (c.f. [5]), it has a (k × k)-grid H as a minor. H con-
tains k/2 vertex-disjoint nested cycles. Since taking minors can destroy
or merge cycles but not create completely new ones, in the “pre-images”
(under the operation taking minor) of these cycles there must be k/2
vertex-disjoint subgraphs in G, each containing a cycle. Thus, G contains
a set C of k/2 vertex-disjoint cycles, which must also be nested. Consider
a straight line L of unit slope that intersects the innermost cycle of C at
two vertices (grid points). L must also intersect every other cycle at at
least two vertices. This produces a set of at least k intersection vertices
in G with the claimed property. ⊓⊔
We associate to the grid graph G a (closely related) annotated graph
M(G): we simply regard the horizontal edges as being of one type, and
the vertical edges as being of a second type. Equivalently, we can think
of G as presented to us with a partition of the edge set: G = (V,Eh, Ev).
Then, intuitively, G has a k-covering walk if and only if there exist
a start vertex v0, turn vertices v1,. . . ,vk, an end vertex vk+1, and sets of
vertices S0,. . . ,Sk, such that:
(i) the graph induced by Si, i = 0, . . . , k, is a monochromatic path, i.e. a
path whose edges are all either in Eh or in Ev,
(ii) the path induced by Si starts at vi and ends at vi+1, and
(iii) V = ∪Si, i.e. all vertices of G are covered.
This is straightforwardly formalized in MSO (see Appendix A).
Lemma 2. Let G = (V,Eh, Ev) be a grid graph. The property of having
a k-covering walk on G is expressible in MSO.
Trivially, the model graph M(G) has treewidth bounded as a func-
tion of the treewidth of the original graph G. From Lemmata 1, 2 and
Courcelle’s Theorem we have:
Theorem 1. Grid Milling is FPT with respect to k (number of turns).
4 Extending Tractability
What makes the Grid Milling problem FPT? A few properties of grid
graphs might lead us to tractable generalizations: (i) Yes-instances must
have bounded treewidth, (ii) vertices in grid graphs have bounded degree,
and (iii) the turn-cost function is pairing and symmetric, as in the more
general Discrete Milling problem.
We are naturally led to three questions, by relaxing these conditions:
•What is the complexity ofAbstract Milling parameterized by (k, t, d),
where k is the number of turns, t is a treewidth bound, and d is a bounded
on maximum degree?
•What is the complexity of Discrete Milling parameterized by (k, t)?
•What is the complexity of Discrete Milling parameterized by (k, d)?
In the remainder of this paper, we answer the first two. The third
question remains open.
Theorem 2. Abstract Milling is FPT for parameter (k, t, d), where
k is the number of turns, t the tree-width of the graph G and d is the
maximum degree of G.
Proof. We describe how an instance of the Abstract Milling prob-
lem, consisting of G and the turncost functions, can be represented by an
annotated digraph M(G), that allows us to use MSO logic to express a
property that corresponds to the question that the Abstract Milling
problem asks. The proof therefore consists of three parts: (1) a description
of M(G), (2) some crucial arguments that establish necessary and suffi-
cient criteria regardingM(G), for the instance of Abstract Milling to
be a yes-instance, and (3) the expression of these criteria in MSO logic.
Let G = (V,E) be the graph of the Abstract Milling instance.
The vertex set of the digraph M(G) is V = V1 ∪ V2 where
V1 = {l[v] : v ∈ V } and V2 = {t[e] : e ∈ E} ∪ {t
′[e] : e ∈ E}
Intuitively (see Figure 1), we “keep a copy” of the vertex set V of
G, mnemonically “l[v]” for v, as a vertex location we might be during
a solution walk in G. Each edge e of G is replaced by two vertices t[e]
and t′[e] that represent a “state” in a solution walk: traversing e in one
direction or the other. In order to distinguish the directions, consider that
the vertex set V of G is linearly ordered. Let e = uv ∈ E with u < v in
the ordering. Our convention will be that t[e] represents a traversal of e
from u to v, and that t′[e] represents a traversal of e in the direction from
v to u. Thus each edge e of G is represented by two vertices in M(G).
In describing arcs of the digraph modelM(G) we will use the notation
x · y to denote an arc from x to y. The arc set of the digraph M(G) is
A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3 ∪ A4 ∪ A5
where
A1 = {t[e] · l[v] : e = {u, v} ∈ E with u < v}
A2 = {l[u] · t[e] : e = {u, v} ∈ E with u < v}
A3 = {t
′[e] · l[u] : e = {u, v} ∈ E with u < v}
A4 = {l[v] · t
′[e] : e = {u, v} ∈ E with u < v}
Let A′ denote the union of these four sets of arcs. Intuitively, the arcs
of A′ just “attach” the vertices of the digraph that represent edges in G
to the vertices of the digraph that represent the endpoints of the edge, so
that the orientations of the arcs are compatible with the interpretation
of a vertex of V2 as representing, say, a traversal of the edge uv in the
direction from u to v; the vertex therefore has an arc to it from l[u] and
an arc from it to l[v]. An inspection of Figure 1 will help to clarify.
The arc set A5 is more complicated to write down formally. Its mission
is to record the possibilities for cost-free passages through vertices of a
solution walk in G. Suppose a is an arc in A′. Then a is to or from either
a t[e] vertex, for some e, or a t′[e] vertex for some e. Let ǫ(a) be defined
to be this edge e of G. This is well-defined. We can then define
A5 = {x · y : x, y ∈ V2, ∃z = l[v] ∈ V1 and ∃a, b ∈ A
′
with a = x · z and b = z · y and fv(ǫ(a), ǫ(b)) = 0}
We regardM(G) as an annotated digraph, in the sense that there are
two kinds of vertices, those of ⊑1 and those of ⊑2, and two kinds of arcs,
those of A′ and those of A5.
The arrows here represent 
turn-cost-free passages.
1
3
2
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4
G M(G)
Fig. 1. The arrows drawn near the G vertices represent the turncost functions, indi-
cating the zero-cost possibilities. These become arcs in the digraphM(G).
The rest of the proof will show that that the question of whether G
admits a covering walk making at most k turns is represented by a prop-
erty of the annotated digraphM(G) that can be expressed in MSO logic.
However, before proceeding to that, it is important to verify that if the
treewidth of G is bounded by t, then the treewidth of M(G) is bounded
by a function of the parameter. This depends crucially on the fact that
the maximum degree of G is part of our compound parameterization.
Suppose T (G) is a tree-decomposition of G of width at most t. We
can describe a bounded width tree-decomposition T ′ ofM(G) as follows.
Without confusion, henceforth in this argument consider M(G) as an
undirected graph by forgetting all arc orientations. Use the same bag-
indexing tree for T ′ as for T (G). Suppose B ⊆ V is a bag of T (G).
Replace B with the union of the closed neighborhoods of the vertices of
V1 corresponding to the vertices of B, in M(G). It is easy to check that
all the axioms for a tree-decomposition hold, and that the treewidth of
M(G) is therefore bounded by 2dt.
In a digraph D = (V,A), by a purposeful set of arcs (S, s, t) we refer to
a set of arcs S ⊆ A, together with two distinguished vertices s, t ∈ V . We
say that a purposeful set of arcs (S, s, t) is walkable if there is a directed
walkW inD from s to t such that the set of arcs traversed byW (possibly
repeatedly) is S.
Now consider how the information about G and its turncost functions
is represented in M(G). A k-turn covering walk W in G that starts at a
vertex s and ends at a vertex t is described by the information:
(1) a sequence of k + 2 vertices: s = x0, x1, ..., xk+1 = t, and
(2) a sequence of k + 1 subwalks W0, ...,Wk where for i = 0, ..., k, Wi is
a turncost-free walk from xi to xi+1, that has the property that every
vertex of G is visited on at least one of the subwalks.
Let D(G) be the subdigraph of M(G) induced by the vertices of V2.
A turncost-free walk in G corresponds to a directed walk in D(G), and
vice versa, by the definition of A5.
Claim 1. G admits a k-turn covering walk if and only if:
(1) there are k + 2 vertices x0, ..., xk+1 of V1 in M(G), and
(2) k + 1 purposeful sets of arcs (Si, si, ti) in D(G), 0 ≤ i ≤ k, such that
(i) (Si, si, ti) is walkable in D(G) for i = 0, . . . , k,
(ii) there is an arc in A′ from ti to xi+1 ∈ V1 = V , and from xi to si,
for i = 0, . . . , k, and
(iii) for every vertex x ∈ V1 = V , there is some index j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k,
and an arc a = u · v ∈ Sj, such that there is an arc in A
′ in either
direction, between x and u or v.
In one direction, the claim is easy: given a k-turn covering walk W
in G, it is naturally factored into k + 1 turncost-free subwalks Wi, and
each traversal of an edge of G in a subwalk Wi corresponds inM(G) to a
visit to a vertex of V2, thus the sequence of edge transversals of Wi in G
corresponds 1:1 with a sequence (y0, ..., ym+1) of vertices of V2 in M(G).
Because Wi is turncost-free, by the definition of A5, there is an arc in
D(G) from yi to yi+1 for i = 0, ...,m. We take the set of arcs to be Si,
si = y0 and ti = ym+1, giving us (1) and (2) in a well-defined manner.
It is straightforward to check that the conditions hold. For example, the
assumption that W is a covering walk in G yields the last condition.
Conversely, suppose we have (1) and (2) in M(G). By the second
condition, each Si is walkable. By the definition of A5, a directed walk
for Si in D(G) corresponds to a turncost-free walk Wi in G. The third
condition insures that the subwalks Wi in G can be sequenced into a
k-turn walk W , where the turns occur at the vertices xi by the first
condition. W is covering in G by the fourth condition, yielding Claim 1.
Claim 2. Consider a digraph D = (V,A) equipped with distinguished
vertices s and t (allowing s = t). The property: “there exists a directed
walk from s to t that traverses (allowing repetition) every arc in A” (that
is, (A, s, t) is walkable) is expressible in MSO logic.
We first argue that (A, s, t) is walkable if and only if there is a directed
path P in D from s to t, such that every arc a ∈ A either is an arc of P ,
or belongs to a strongly connected subdigraph Da that includes a vertex
of P . We then argue (in Appendix A) that this property is expressible in
MSO logic in a straightforward manner.
Given such a directed path P = (s = x0, ..., xm = t) in D, we can
describe a walk W that traverses every arc of A as follows. By the arcs
of P we refer to the set of arcs
A[P ] = {x0x1, x1x2, ..., xm−1xm}
The walk has m phases, one for each vertex xi of the path P . Partition
the arcs of A−A[P ] into m classes A0, ..., Am where for i = 1, ...,m every
arc a = uv ∈ Ai belongs to a strongly connected subdigraph Da that
includes the vertex xi. Such a partition exists, by the supposed property
of P . There is a directed path in Da from xi to u, and from v to xi, by
the strong connectivity of Da, and so there is a directed cycle in Da that
includes both a and xi. Include this cycle in W , starting from xi and
returning to xi, for each arc a ∈ Ai. Increment i, take the arc from xi to
xi+1 and repeat this for i = 0, ...,m.
Now suppose that there is a directed walk W in D from s to t that
traverses every arc in A. If there is a vertex v that is visited more than
once, then we can find a shorter walk W ′ that, considered as a sequence
of arc transversals, is a subsequence of the sequence of arc transversals of
W . Therefore, by downward induction, there is a directed path P from s
to t, with no repeated internal vertex visits, that considered as a sequence
of arc transversals, is a subsequence of the sequence of arc transversals
of W . But then, every arc a traversed in the walk W (that is, every arc
a ∈ A), that is not an arc of P , must belong to a subwalk W ′ of W that
begins and ends at a vertex of P . The vertices visited by W ′ therefore
induce a strongly connected subdigraph containing a vertex of P .
The second part of the proof of Claim 2 is to argue the property we
have identified is expressible in MSO logic. This is fairly routine for MSO
(see Appendix A). Based on Claims 1 and 2, the remainder of the proof
of Theorem 3 is also straightforward (Appendix A). 
5 Discrete Milling is Hard for Bounded Pathwidth
In this section, we see that the maximum degree restriction implicit in
the parameterization for our positive result in the last section is one of
the keys to tractability for this problem. Recall that in the Discrete
Milling problem the turncost functions are assumed pairing and sym-
metric. This is a significant assumption, but the outcome is still negative,
and the following result very much strengthens, in the parameterized set-
ting, the NP-completeness result of Arkin, et al. [1].
Theorem 3. Discrete Milling is hard for W [1], when parameterized
by (k, p), where k is the number of turns and p is a bound on pathwidth.
Proof. The fpt-reduction is from Multicolor Clique, using an edge
representation strategy, such as described, for example, in [4, 8]. Suppose
G = (V,E) has V partitioned into color classes Ci, i = 1, ..., r. The Mul-
ticolor Clique problem asks whether G contains a r-clique consisting
of one vertex from each color class Ci. We can assume that each color
class of G has the same size n [4]. The color-class partition of V induces
a partition of E into
(
r
2
)
classes E{i,j}, for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r:
E{i,j} = {e ∈ E : ∃u ∈ Ci and ∃v ∈ Cj with e incident on u and v } .
We can also assume that all these edge-partition classes E{i,j} have the
same size m. We index the vertices and edges of G as follows:
Ci = {v(i, q) : 1 ≤ q ≤ n} for i = 1, ..., r
E{i,j} = {e({i, j}, l) : 1 ≤ l ≤ m} for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r.
To refer to the incidence structure of G, we define functions πi{i,j}(l)
and πj{i,j}(l) as follows:
πi{i,j}(l) = q : the edge e({i, j}, l) is incident on v(i, q)
πj{i,j}(l) = q the edge e({i, j}, l) is incident on v(j, q) ,
so the edge e({i, j}, l) is incident to v(i, πi{i,j}(l)) and v(j, π
j
{i,j}(l)).
We describe the construction of a graph G′, together with the sets
Sv of turn-free pairs of edges for the vertices v of G
′. We first describe
the vertices of G′, and then specify a set of paths on these vertices. The
edge set of the multi-graph G′ is the (abstract) disjoint union of the sets
of edges of these abstractly-defined paths, and it is understood that each
path is turn-free, so that (for the most part), the sets Sv of turn-free pairs
of v-incident edges for the vertices v of G′ are implicit in these generating
paths of G′.
The vertex set V ′ for G′ is the union of the sets V0∪V1 ∪V2∪V3∪V4,
V0 = {σ, τ}
V1 = {t[i, j] : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r}
V2 = {s[i, j] : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r}
V3 = {c[i, j, u] : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r, 1 ≤ u ≤ n}
V4 = {p[i, j, l] : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r, 1 ≤ l ≤ m}.
Thus |V1| = |V2| = 2
(
r
2
)
, |V3| = 2n
(
r
2
)
and |V4| = 2m
(
r
2
)
.
The edge set of G′ is (implicitly) described by a generating set of
paths P (two paths for each edge of G), together with a few more edges:
P = {P [i, j, e({i, j}, l)] : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r, 1 ≤ l ≤ m, } ,
where the path P [i, j, e({i, j}, l)] (1) starts at the vertex p[i, j, l]; (2) next
visits s[i, j]; (3) then visits the vertices c[i, j, u], except for u = πi{i,j}(l)
(the exceptional vertex of this block), in consecutive order, meaning that
the vertices are visited by increasing index u, modified by skipping the
exceptional vertex; (4) then visits the vertex c[i, j∗, πi{i,j}(l)], where j
∗ is
defined to be j +1, unless j +1 = i, when j∗ = j +2, or j = r and i 6= 1,
when j∗ = 1, or j = r and i = 1, when j∗ = 2; and then (5) ends at the
vertex t[i, j].
Intuitively, there are two paths in P corresponding to each edge of
G. If we fix i and consider that there are r − 1 blocks of vertices (each
block consisting of n vertices, corresponding to the vertices of Ci), then
what a path P [i, j, e({i, j}, l)] (corresponding to the lth edge of E{i,j})
does is “hit” every vertex of its “own” {i, j}th block, except the vertex
c[i, j∗, πi{i,j}(l)] of the block corresponding to the vertex of Ci to which
the indexing edge of G is incident, and in the “next block” in a circular
ordering of the r − 1 blocks established by the definition of j∗, does the
complementary thing: in this “next block” it hits only the vertex corre-
sponding to the vertex of Ci to which the indexing edge is incident in G,
and then ends at t[i, j].
At this stage of the construction, the edges of G′ are partitioned into
(turn-free) paths that run between vertices of V1 and vertices of V4, where
the latter have degree 1 (so far) and the vertices of V1 have degree m (so
far). We complete the construction of G′ by adding a few more edges,
specifying a few more turn-free pairs as we do so.
(A) Add edges between the pairs of vertices p[i, j, l] and p[j, i, l] for
all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r and 1 ≤ l ≤ m. After these edges are added, we have
reached a stage where all vertices in V4 have degree 2 (and they will have
degree 2 in G′). For each vertex of V4 we make the pair of incident edges
a turn-free pair.
Note that for any instance of the Discrete Milling, the edge set is
naturally and uniquely partitioned into maximal turn-free paths. At this
stage of the construction, these paths all run between t[i, j] and t[j, i] for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ r.
(B) Add some edges between the vertices of V0 ∪ V1. Let ≤lex denote
the lexicographic order on the set (of pairs of indices) I = {[i, j] : 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ r}. Let [i, j]∗ denote the immediate successor of [i, j] in the ordering
of I by ≤lex. For [i, j] ∈ I, let rev[i, j] = [j, i]. We add the edges (using
the notation u · v to denote the creation of an edge between u and v):
(B.1) t[rev[i, j]] · t[[i, j]∗] for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r and [i, j] 6= [r, r − 1],
(B.2) σ · t[1, 2], and
(B.3) t[r, r − 1] · τ .
We do not specify any further turn-free pairs of vertex co-incident
edges beyond those specified in (A) or implicit by being internal to the
generating paths P of G′. That completes the description of G′.
To complete the proof, we need to show that: (1) the graph G′ will
admit a k-turn covering walk, where k = 2
(
r
2
)
, if and only if G has a
multicolor r-clique; and (2) G′ has path-width at most 6
(
r
2
)
+ 4. (See
Appendix A)
6 Open Problems
We have studied the parameterized complexity of (several versions of)
the abstract milling problem with turn costs and gave an initial classi-
fication with respect to several parameterizations. Our FPT results are
impractical, but can they be improved? In particular, it would be inter-
esting to know if Abstract Milling parameterized by (k, t, d) admits
a polynomial kernel. Our negative result provides one of the very few
natural examples of a parameterized graph problem that is W [1]-hard,
parameterized by pathwidth. Another notable open question is whether
Discrete Milling parameterized by (k, d), is FPT or W[1]-hard.
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Appendix A
Proof of Lemma 2:
Testing whether the graph induced by a set S of vertices is a monochro-
matic path in the grid graph G between two distinct vertices u and v of
S can be done by the following formula:
LinPath(u, v, S) = (1)n
∃x :
˙
Sx ∧ x 6= u ∧Eux
¸
∧
˙
∀x
′ : (Sx′ ∧ x 6= x′ ∧ x 6= u)→ ¬Eux′
¸o
(2)
^ n
∃y :
˙
Sy ∧ y 6= v ∧Evy
¸
∧
˙
∀y
′ : (Sy′ ∧ y 6= y′ ∧ y′ 6= v)→ ¬Evy′
¸o
(3)
^ n˙
∃e = yx : (Sx ∧ Sy ∧Ehe)
¸
→
˙
∀e
′ = x′y′ : (Sx′ ∧ Sy′)→ Ehe
′
¸o
(4)
^ n˙
∃e = yx : (Sx ∧ Sy ∧Eve)
¸
→
˙
∀e
′ = x′y′ : (Sx′ ∧ Sy′)→ Eve
′
¸o
(5)
^ n
∀S1, S2 :
˙
∀x : Sx→ [(S1x↔ ¬S2x) ∧ (S1x ∨ S2x)]
¸
→ (6)
˙
∃x1,∃x2 : (S1x1 ∧ S2x2 ∧Ex1x2)
¸o
. (7)
Lines (2, (3) assert that u and v have only one neighbor in S. Lines (4),
(5) respectively check whether all the edges of G with both endpoints in
S are horizontal or vertical (actually only one of the two lines is needed).
Note that when no edge in G has both endpoints in S, both lines (3) and
(4) become true, however this is taken care of by the next implication
which checks connectivity. The implication (6)→ (7) guarantees that for
any bipartition (S1, S2) of S there is an edge from S1 to S2, i.e. S induces
a connected subgraph. Together with (2), (3), (4) and (5) this implies
that the graph induced by S is a connected subgraph of G with either
vertical or horizontal edges, where both u and v have degree one. Since
G is a grid graph, each vertex has at most two horizontal and at most
two vertical incident edges. Hence, the graph induced by S is a path with
extremities u and v.
Finally, a k-covering walk exists if and only if there are k+1 subsets of
vertices covering the vertex set of the input graph such that each induces
a monochromatic path and such that these linear paths are joined end to
end:
Φ = ∃v0, . . . , vk+1,∃S0, . . . , Sk : (8)` ^
06i6k+1
V vi
´
∧
`
∀v : V v ↔
_
06i6k
Siv
´
∧
` ^
06i6k
Sivi
´
(9)
∧
` ^
06i6k
Sivi+1
´
(10)
∧
` ^
06i6k
LinPath(vi, vi+1, Si)
´
.(11)
Proof of Theorem 2: (MSO)
Let D = (V,A) be a digraph, and s, t vertices of D (allowing s = t).
The first subtask (to finish the proof of Claim 2) is to describe an
MSO predicate that expresses that there is a directed path P in D from
s to t, quantified on the sets of vertices and arcs that form the path.
dipath(s, t) = ∃U(⊆ V )∃B(⊆ A) : ...
Where the remainder of the predicate expresses that in the subdigraph
D′ = (U,B):
• s has outdegree 1 and indegree 0
• t has indegree 1 and outdegree 0
• every vertex of U not s or t has indegree 1 and outdegree 1
• for every partition of U into U1 and U2 such that s ∈ U1 and t ∈ U2,
there is a vertex u ∈ U1 and a vertex v ∈ U2 with an arc in B from u to v
The formalization is completed in a very similar manner to the details
of the proof of Lemma 2 (re: Linpath) above in this Appendix.
Being able to express that there is a directed path from s to t leads
easily to an MSO predicate for strong connectivity of a subdigraph de-
scribed by a set of vertices and a set of arcs.
An MSO predicate for walkability of a set of arcs A relative to s and t is
easily (but somewhat tediously) constructed on the basis of the structural
characterization of Claim 2, using the predicates for the existence of an
s-t path, and for strongly connected subdigraphs.
An MSO formula to complete the proof of Theorem 3 is then trivial
to construct by writing out Claim 1 in the formalism.

Proof of Theorem 3: (Correctness)
Figure 2 shows how the “coherence” gadgets for the reduction from Mul-
ticolor Clique work in our construction.
Suppose G′ has a k-turn covering walk W that visits all the vertices
of G′. (Recall that k = 2
(
r
2
)
.) Note that every visit to a vertex of V0 ∪ V1
entails a turn. Since |V0 ∪ V1| = k+2, this implies that the walk W must
begin and end at vertices of V0 ∪ V1, and must visit each of the vertices
in this set, internal to W, exactly once. We can further conclude that we
can view W as necessarily beginning at the vertex σ of G′ and ending at
the vertex τ , as otherwise, W would have to visit t[1, 2] or t[r, r−1] more
than once, in order to visit σ and τ .
coherence gadget for red
r r ’... r r ’... r r ’...
red to
blue
red to
green
red to
yellow
blue to
red
blue to
green
blue to
yellow






2
2
k
selection 
gadgets
...
r b
r b ’ r
’b’’
r’’bv
r’’biv
r’’b’’’
r’ g
r’ g’ r’ y’’ ...
...
coherence gadget for blue
Fig. 2. The choice and coherence gadgets for the reduction from Multicolor Clique.
For this example, r = 4 and the vertex color classes Ci are called red, blue, etc.
Since the turns of the solution walk W occur (in each case exactly
once) at the vertices of V1, we may conclude that W must consist of the
edges added in (B), together with exactly
(
r
2
)
maximal turn-free paths
between t[i, j] and t[j, i] for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r. By the indexing of the paths
in P in the construction of G′, W therefore corresponds to a set of
(
r
2
)
edges of G, where for each i, exactly r−1 of these edges are incident on a
vertex of Ci. We must argue that, for a given i, these r−1 edges of G are
incident on the same vertex of Ci. (This is the job of what is sometimes
called the coherence gadget for a reduction from Multicolored Clique
using the edge-representation strategy — which we are employing here.)
It is easy to check that the circularly interlocking path structure (for fixed
i) of the paths in P, together with the fact that the solution walkW visits
all the vertices of V3 (in particular, for the subset of V3 formed by fixing
i), insures that this is the case.
The converse direction is essentially trivial.
We next argue that the pathwidth of G′ is bounded by a function of
r. Let G′′ be the subgraph of G′ formed by deleting from G′ the vertices
of
V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V2 ∪ {c[i, j, n] : 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r} .
Note that we are deleting only the last vertices of the 2
(
r
2
)
blocks of n
vertices (in each block) of the coherence gadgets of the construction (see
Figure 2). The total number of vertices deleted is 6
(
r
2
)
+ 2. It is easy to
check that G′′ has pathwidth at most 2, and therefore G′ has pathwidth
at most 6
(
r
2
)
+ 4. 
Appendix B
Parameterized complexity
A problem is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to a parameter k if it
can be solved in O(f(k)·nO(1)) time, where n is the size of the input and f
is a computable function depending only on k; such an algorithm is (infor-
mally) said to run in fpt-time. The class of all fixed-parameter tractable
problems is denoted by FPT. For establishing fixed-parameter intractabil-
ity, a hierarchy of classes, the W-hierarchy, has been introduced: a pa-
rameterized problem that is hard for some level of W is not in FPT
under standard complexity theoretic assumptions about the difficulty of
quantified forms of the Halting Problem for nondeterministic Turing
machines [3]. Hardness is sought via fpt-reductions: an fpt-reduction is
an fpt-time Turing reduction from a problem Π, parameterized with k,
to a problem Π ′, parameterized with k′, such that k′ ≤ g(k) for some
computable function g.
Tree decompositions and graph minors
Definition 1. A tree decomposition of a graph G = (V,E) is a pair
(T,X ), where T is a tree and X is a family of subsets (bags) of V such
that: 1) for any vertex x ∈ V , there exists X ∈ X such that x ∈ X; 2) for
any edge e = (x, y) ∈ E, there exists X ∈ X such that {x, y} ⊆ X; and
3) for any vertex x ∈ V , the set of bags containing x induces a subtree Tx
of T . The tree-width of a graph is:
tw(G) = min
(T,X )
width(T,X ) = min
(T,X )
max
X∈X
(|X| − 1) .
The notions of path decomposition and path-width are defined sim-
ilarly by changing the tree T in the above definition to a path P . The
path-width of a graph is always larger than or equal to its tree-width.
Computing the tree-width of a graph G is NP-hard, but deciding whether
the tree-width of G is at most k (and computing a tree-decomposition of
width at most k in the positive case) is fixed-parameter tractable (c.f.
[5]).
For an edge e = xy of a graph G, contracting e results in replacing
the vertices x and y, whose neighborhoods are denoted by N(x) and
N(y) respectively, by a new vertex z whose neighborhood is N(x)∪N(y),
excluding x and y. A graphH is aminor of a graphG ifH can be obtained
from G by a series of edge or vertex removals and edge contractions.
Monadic second order logic
MSO logic for annotated graphs gives us:
– variables denoting individual vertices (s, t, u, v, ..., possibly with sub-
scripts) and variables denoting sets of vertices (S, T, U, V, ..., possibly with
subscripts). We will use the notation T t to denote that the vertex t be-
longs to the set of vertices T , and similarly in general.
– variables denoting individual arcs and edges (a, b, ..., e, f, ...) and sets of
arcs and edges (A,B, ..., E, F, ... )
– logical quantification over these variables, logical connectives
(∧,∨, =⇒ , ⇐⇒ ,¬, ...) and equality (u = v,E = F, ...)
– predicates (inc(e, u), adj(u, v), in(a, u), out(a, v)...) indicating incidence
of edges and vertices, and arcs entering or leaving vertices
– predicates such as Ara (a is an arc of type r) and shorthands such as
∃a = uv (there exists an arc a from u to v).
Theorem 4 (Courcelle [2]). Any property of annotated graphs that can
be expressed in MSO, is linear-time, finite-state recognizable for annotated
graphs where the treewidth of the underlying graphs is bounded.
